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Introduction
Over the last 20 years, we have learned a lot about online shopper behavior. While there certainly
have been advancements and change is rampant, one thing has remained consistent even as new
technology has quickly been adopted by consumers - shoppers want to shop their way and look
to follow a highway that meets their needs and accommodates their decision-making style. They
find this preferable to being forced down a road replete with roadblocks that fail to yield optimal
results or true satisfaction during the discovery process.
Our research journey focused specifically on the
topic of onsite search, a set of tools that most
consumers have come to expect will be part of
their shopping experiences. A few topline stats
from the e-tailing group’s 2013 Holiday Mystery
Shopping survey confirm almost universal
penetration across the retail landscape.
Honestly, we were surprised that despite the penetration and attempt to perfect faceted search
across retail websites since the launch of robust search tools like Endeca, Mercado or SLI, there
is little industry-wide research on its usage and respective performance. While retailers possess
a trove of analytics, relevant data to improve the user’s discovery experience is not always
forthcoming, likely an outgrowth of the disruptive and resource-challenged world in which many
retailers live.
In fact, search appears to be a bit stale for both retailers and consumers. Underlying these results
is the perception that perhaps search isn’t as effective as these penetration numbers might
otherwise indicate. Despite intensive efforts by retailers to optimize these search tools, there
have been rumblings that not all consumer needs are being addressed and that shoppers are
overwhelmed by excessive choice from facets.
When you look at how current filtered
search works, it’s a great tool for database
administrators where the underlying
structure of the database is exposed.
It’s the approach a technologist would take - start with the product data and work back to
the customer. Unfortunately, data-driven attributes simply aren’t the way real shoppers shop,
though certainly a good way to organize data. We all believe there is another more customercentric view that would instead start with the customer and be based on their explicitly stated
needs and desires.
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Thus, the timing appeared ideal to complete a more in-depth exploration of the challenges
and obstacles related to the current search paradigm. We felt it was imperative to talk to the
customer, those who conduct the keyword searches and plow through the myriad of filters and
sorts as they seek the product that is just right for them.
The e-tailing group, in partnership with the team at dSide Technologies, the leading provider of
customer preference matching technology, collaborated to develop a wish list of questions for
which we sought answers to better understand shopper behavior that included:






Time spent researching information-intensive products
Typical # visits when researching information-intensive products before transacting
% time shopping for information-intensive products for which a shopper is undecided
Path to purchase steps (find, discover, compare, price, review, etc.) when selecting
information-intensive products
 # customers who use faceted search, filters and sorts when purchasing informationintensive products
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Survey Objectives and Methodology
Survey Objectives
Explore consumer perspectives on shopping for information-intensive products across devices
and channels. Existing search functionality will be reviewed along with respective satisfaction
levels. Lastly, consumer decision-making patterns will be assessed to understand preferences in
onsite search behavior.

Methodology and Demographics
1056 consumers completed a 17-question online survey in July of 2014
 51% female/49% male
 Shopped online 4 or more times in the past year
 Spent $250 or more online annually
 100% owned a smartphone

The Topline
Shoppers Are Undecided
We began by asking how often shoppers start their online process in an undecided state. Our
research indicates that the typical shopper most often starts their shopping journey undecided,
despite having a single-minded goal of finding the right product. The fact that 6 out of 10 are
undecided sets the stage for the remainder of the research and justification for more consumer
friendly tools.
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Efficiency and Effectiveness Should Guide the Search Process
Customers are in a hurry particularly with the rise of mobile adoption. Expectations are
heightened in every aspect from browsing to buying. Thus, the fewer steps in the process, the
better, which might just be the customer mantra where shoppers expect efficiency or exit the
highway for another route when problem solving. Customers readily invest time to find the right
products using all available search tools. Though a level of satisfaction with existing tools is
evident, simply put, shoppers aren’t effectively and intuitively finding what they need fast. Our
research also indicates that current search fails to take into account the consumer desire to shop
based on needs and preferences. Most importantly, women, retail’s most important customer
segment, may be experiencing the greatest frustration, which can have significant bottom line
impact.
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The Current State of Onsite Search
Our research attempted to assess current shopper behavior in their search and browse
journey with a goal of advancing future search efforts. We inquired about both consumer
goods that were intrinsically information-intensive (consumer electronics, appliances, and high
value sporting goods such as skis or golf clubs) and more complex products such as financial
instruments, automobiles and real estate.
A line of questioning was developed and a set of answers secured. We sought to understand the
influencers when initiating their product research using the range of available tools and their
time spent prior to being in a position to make the right selection.

Shopper Behavior Begins with Browsing
The majority of shoppers (60%) exhibit behavior that can be best construed as a combination of
both browser and analyst styles.
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Under that scenario, the shopper’s state of mind starts with product discovery and once up to
speed, a more focused search ensues. Gender differences also shed light on that behavior:

Shopping Style

The Research Road Has Many Stops
Retail stores, along with search engines and Amazon, are an important component of multidimensional product researching. Therefore online search experiences play an essential role in
shopper research activity with engrained behavior inherent to the process. Recommendations
and 3rd party review sites also see traction among consumers, as do physical stores and
showrooms.
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An Investment in Time
Consumers make significant investments both in their time spent researching to become
“buyer” ready and number of store visits they typically make - both are charted below. Two
types of products were evaluated. The initial group was consumer-oriented and included product
categories such as consumer electronics or appliances, while the latter consisted of financial
instruments, real estate and motor vehicles. The latter set, not surprisingly merits more time
with 41% of shoppers typically spending at least a week or more researching - likely due to the
complexity of the decision and its respective cost. The majority (51%) of consumer product
research on the other hand is completed in just a few hours to a few days.

Search Tool Preferences
The majority of shoppers use keyword search, filters and sorts indicating an “efficiency” mindset.
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Shoppers appear to take advantage of most available tools where almost 70% use keyword
search for both specific items and more general categories and sub-categories. Filters and sorts
serve as levers that shoppers employ to guide the experience they wish to receive. From there,
editing in hopes of culling broad assortments most effectively is the order of the day. Shoppers
use on average 2 to 3 filters, typically with 1 to 3 sorts.

Search Short on Satisfaction
As shoppers have little choice in available search tools, their satisfaction could be seen
as a healthy 60%. On the contrary, this could also be seen as leaving significant room for
improvement, particularly for a long established set of tools.
It is our belief that
satisfaction could be higher
and bears out in the research
findings cited below. When
reviewing those responses
that indicate being extremely
satisfied, results never come
in higher than the 15% mark
suggesting that the status
quo does not truly deliver
what shoppers in fact desire.

Bottom Line
Consumers invest time and energy tapping into a myriad of elements to get their buying
wheels in gear. They spend significant time road testing products and make multiple visits
to get up to speed. All tools are leveraged to support this process. Complete satisfaction
is not forthcoming.
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Shopping My Way
We asked 1000 shoppers to reflect on their past experience when researching via retail search
tools. Seven statements were in play where consumer agreement or disagreement could
be noted. Three important themes emerged where 40% of those surveyed either strongly or
somewhat agreed with the propositions set forth.
 Shopping based on my needs and preferences is better than searching by product specs
 Product specs are about the product, not about my needs and preferences
 Existing search tools aren’t as intuitive as I might like and often don’t produce the right
results
These themes have a good deal in common, are ripe for retail reflection and should in the very
least inspire retailers to augment their current search tools.

The consumer has voted and tells us that today’s specs/filters miss the mark, particularly when
shopping by needs and preferences is their choice.
Each would indicate that challenges with the search status quo exist. In particular, this includes
taking too long to discover, research and compare products using today’s retail search tools.
Lastly and perhaps most important is the fact that today’s approach is just not intuitive, which
becomes more important as mobile technology continues to play an even greater role.
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A gender difference
also surfaces here with
women more strongly
agreeing that shopping
based on needs and
preferences is superior
to shopping based on
specs. They cite the
needs-based approach
where an 11% gap
exists with their male
counterparts. Given
these dynamics they also
find comparing products
a challenge.
Retailers know all too well that it’s much easier to set up product specs than it is to understand
the complexity of human behavior. By giving shoppers interactive tools, they are empowered to
make these determinations, leverage the tools and make the necessary trade-offs based on their

Abandonment Provides Insights into Shopper Needs
The #1 reason shoppers
abandon when researching
is an inability to match
one’s desires with preset specs. Even more
interesting is that this
frustration is greater than
poor product information
and ineffective or
inefficient search tools.
Men are focused
on getting the right
information while women
abandon due to an inability
to match specific needs
with pre-set specs and
comparison shopping deficiency.
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The dSide Factor: Exceeding Consumer Search Expectations
dSide Technologies believes there is a superior alternative, one that can be can be standalone or
a complement to existing search tools. Retailers have invested significant time and money into
their existing search, which is central to their online platform. dSide was built from day one to
not only co-exist, but to extend the capabilities of filtered search. Their end-user testing, along
with this research, highlight the need for both approaches - different customers need different
ways to engage with your product selection.
After having previewed a video about just such an approach, where shoppers could have a more
“interactive” way of researching products, survey respondents reveal that they too would be
more likely to buy and that such an alternative would give them a greater degree of confidence
in their purchase. As every retailer’s goal is to secure the sale, it’s welcoming news that 6 in 10
shoppers report that a faster, engaging, and interactive experience would make them more likely
to confidently complete their purchase.
They appreciate that shopping can
and must be faster and enjoy the
more engaging and interactive
experience that such a tool
provides. Lastly, they also report
that researching and discovery that
focuses on their needs and preferences rather than pre-established specs is preferable.
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Mobile Heightens Efficiency Expectations
The mobile factor must be reinforced because the need for efficiency is much more significant
under these circumstances. Shoppers suggest that a single step process first and foremost is
ideal. Women in particular (65% to men’s 53%) give a top-2 rating to the single step process. This is
to be expected given their greater need to juggle household shopping with all other activities.
Many prefer consistency with tools where it is of greater interest for 59% of those 45-60 vs. 52%
for their 18-29 year-old counterparts. Regardless of desire almost half acknowledge that mobile
is becoming a greater part of their shopping, thus driving higher expectations.
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Conclusion: Aid to the Undecided
We encourage retailers to be open-minded and to look beyond the status quo. All retailers must
appreciate that it takes time and the right tools for shoppers to make smart buying decisions.
Giving undecided shoppers the tools that allow them to engage with your products - on their
terms - is one of the biggest potential revenue opportunities for any retailer, particularly
in a world of 2-3% conversion. Your competitors offer the same products, from the same
manufacturers, and likely at similar prices. And as you know, they - and Amazon - are only a click
away. Existing filtered search just doesn’t work effectively for customers who are undecided - the
ones who are really “shopping” - refining their needs, comparing alternatives, and looking for
a shopping experience where they reach the shopping cart excited about their product choice
and confident in their decision. And in a
mobile world, all of these steps must now
be compressed into a single step – one
interactive process that allows shoppers
to adeptly discover, compare and rank
product choices.
The retailers that get this right will enjoy more of their shoppers being poised
to purchase the right products while also returning more often for satisfying
shopping experiences.

With dSide, retailers have an entirely new way to engage undecided e-commerce shoppers to
help them find what they want to buy. In one, fast interactive step, the dSide Decision Engine
asks consumers to specify their product preferences and the importance of each, automatically
matching the resulting preference profile against all SKUs in a category to produce a ranked list
of their ideal product choices. Shoppers can change and tune their preference profiles in realtime until they find products that are just right for them. Operating in the cloud and across device
types, dSide complements filtered search and is intuitive, dynamic and easy-to-use.
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About the Companies
the e-tailing group
the e-tailing group is a niche e-commerce consultancy that helps merchants delivers the right
customer experience on their websites and across all of their channels while adeptly assisting
technology companies to create and execute go-to-market strategies that simultaneously
educate the retail community and deliver cost-effective thought leadership and lead generation.
For more background about our research or for additional information on the e-tailing group, inc.
please contact Lauren Freedman via email at LF@e-tailing.com, by phone to 773-975-7280 or visit
the e-tailing group website www.e-tailing.com
Lauren Freedman
LF@e-tailing.com
773-975-7280

dSide Technologies
dSide offers retailers a new way to interact with their online customers. The dSide Decision
Engine is clutter-busting product discovery technology that engages customers directly to learn
what’s important to them. By capturing their product preferences, dSide’s Saas-based, patented
technology delivers the perfect set of matched results that are just right for each customer, and
drives a more personalized, online experience that increases relevance, customer satisfaction,
and conversions. For more information, please contact Mike Kinkead at 617-901-1784 or visit the
dSide website at www.dsidetech.com.

Mike Kinkead
mkinkead@dsidetech.com
617-901-1784
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